A puzzling bilateral diabetic foot problem
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Background
Charcot neuroarthropathy (CN) of the foot is a rare but debilitating disorder that affects bones, joints and soft tissues of the foot and ankle. The foot swelling is erythematous and warm with a plantar neuropathic ulcer on the left hallux. Palpable distal pulses were present bilaterally. Blood sampling showed an important inflammatory reaction (Table 1). The diagnosis of erysipelas was established with the toe ulcer as entry point. A wound smear revealed Pseudomonas aeruginosa for which intravenous antibiotics were administered for 8 days.

Twelve days after discharge she returned with increased oedema and pain of the left leg, although inflammatory blood parameters had normalised. Local wound care was provided and the patient was seen 10 days later at the diabetic foot clinic. Inflammatory symptoms had persisted and had spread to the contralateral right foot and ankle: both feet were swollen, red and warm, and some bruises from a recent trauma were detected. X-rays of both feet were normal. A bone scintigraphy with SPECT-CT (Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography) was suggestive for CN of both feet, with uptake of tracer in both the left and right midfoot (Fig 1a). In addition, the CT revealed the presence of small bony fragments (Fig 1b). Hotspots over the 2nd metatarsals heads bilaterally raised the possibility of underlying osteomyelitis. Inflammatory blood parameters had risen again.

Bilateral immobilization with total contact casts (TCC) was deemed impracticable. Hence, the left foot was treated with a removable air-cushioned cast (Aircast®) instead and the patient was shortly hospitalised to provide basic wound care. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed to exclude osteomyelitis: oedema of the tarsus and the metatarsal bases confirmed bilateral CN (Fig 2a) but osteomyelitis of the 2nd metatarsal head could only be rejected by a leucocyte scan with SPECT-CT. The patient was transferred to a rehabilitation centre and scheduled for regular follow-up at the diabetic foot clinic to renew the TCC. Three months later, clinical inflammatory signs and oedema of the midfoot on control MRI had significantly decreased, although increase of oedema was observed at the talar bone bilaterally (Fig 2b). The next 3 months, off-loading was accomplished with bilateral Aircast® walkers until custom made orthopaedics shoes became available with satisfactory ambulatory rehabilitation.

Discussion
• CN is associated with an enhanced inflammatory response, presumably triggered by minor trauma, prior infection or ulceration, or foot surgery. Pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1β) are released and lead to increased expression of the receptor activator of nuclear factor-κB (RANK) ligand, thereby activating NF-κB (Nuclear Factor κB), a potent promoter of osteoclastic activity which promotes osteolysis and fractures.
• The true prevalence and incidence of CN is unknown but is estimated to affect less than 1% of all patients with diabetes. Also the pathogenesis contributes to its rarity as CN will not occur if local inflammation is inhibited by a limited arterial inflow of the foot. Ipsilateral recurrence of CN is rare and contralateral CN may occur in 20% to 30% over several years.
• Diagnosis of acute Charcot foot is difficult because no specific laboratory tests are available, hence the diagnosis is primarily established clinically (a unilateral, warm, swollen and often painless foot). Differential diagnosis should be made with infection (cellulitis, osteomyelitis, arthritis, abscesses), acute gout, deep venous thrombosis and trauma (spain, fracture). Imaging techniques are helpful but X-rays lack sensitivity during the first weeks. The sensitivity of bone scintigraphy is superior and its low specificity is improved by SPECT-CT. MRI has diagnostic accuracy in the early stages and allows differentiation from osteomyelitis. According to literature, the diagnosis of CN may be missed in 79% and delayed up to 29 weeks.
• Rapid immobilisation of the affected foot is paramount and is accomplished best by TCC, the gold standard for off-loading. A removable pneumatic walker achieves comparable off-loading but non-compliance remains a problem. Immobilisation is advised until clinical signs have resolved and a temperature difference of <2°C between feet is recorded. In general, this occurs after 3-12 months, with 6 months being most common.

Conclusions and learning points
• Synchronous bilateral involvement of both feet by Charcot neuroarthropathy is extremely rare.
• Triggers for Charcot neuroarthropathy are miscellaneous and vary from infection to trauma, which complicates early diagnosis.
• Simultaneous off-loading and immobilisation of both feet is challenging and can be managed by total contact cast and a removable pneumatic walker, which might necessitate admission in a rehabilitation centre.
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